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July 05, 2011

Issue Date: Expircrtion Date:

Accretlitation No.:

. 59221

ACCREDITAIION, NC.

C erttficate of Accreditation

Perry Johnson Laboratory Accreditation, Inc. has assessed the Laboratoryt of:

A-1 Scule Company
3287 Sherman Woy, Slinger, ll/I 53086

(Hereina/ter called the Organization) and hereby declares that Organization is accredited
in accordance with the recognized International Standard:

ISO/IEC 17025i2017

This dccreditation demonstrates technical competence for a defined scope and the

operatiirn of a laboratory qualrty management system

(as outlined by the joinkISO-ILAC=IAF Communiqu6 dated April 2017):

t:

Laboratorv'"0,*;:!,,f;l::{;"r:;r:ty:;rringDevices

Accreditation claims for such testing and/or calibration services shall only be made from addresses referenced within this

certificate. This Accreditation is granted subject to the system rules governing the Accreditation referred to above, and the

Organization hereby covenants wittr ttre Accreiitation body;s duty to observe and comply with the said rules.

For PJLA:

ry++L September07,2023 November30,2025

Tracy Szerszen
President

Certificate No.:

L23-667

The validitv of this certificate is maintained through ongoing assessments based on ct

Perry Johnson Laboratory continuous ac*editation cycle. The validi4, ol ti' cirtiJicate shotLld be
Accreditation, Inc. (PJLA) confirmed tbough the PJLA website: wwu'.l2ilabs.c'ont

755 W. Big Beaver, Suite 1325

Troy, Michigan 48084
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Certificate of Accreditation : Supplement

A-1 Scale Company
3287 Sherman Way, Slinger, WI 53086

Contact Name: Logan Kittelson Phone: 262-677-3555

Accreditation is granted to the facilily to perform the following calibrations:
and Weishine Devi

1. The CMC (Calibration and Measurernent Capability) stated for calibrations included on this scope of
accreditation represents the smallest measurement uncertainty attainable by the laboratory when performing
a more or less routine calibration of a nearly ideal device under nearly ideal conditions. It is typically
expressed at a confidence level of 95 % using a coverage factor fr (usually equal to 2). The actual

measurement uncefiainty associated with a specific calibration performed by the laboratory will typically
be larger than the CMC for the same calibration since capability and performance of the device being

calibrated and the conditions related to the calibration may reasonably be expected to deviate from ideal to

some degree.

2. The laboratories range of calibration capability for all disciplines for which they are accredited is the

interval frorn the srnallest calibrated standard to the largest calibrated standard used in perfonning the

calibration. The low end of this range must be an attainable value for which the laboratory has or has access

to the standard referenced. Verification of an indicated value of zero in the absence of a standard is

common practicc in the procedure for many calibrations but by its definition it does not constitute

calibration of zero capacity.

3. The presence of a superscript FO means that the laboratory performs calibration of the indicated parameter

both at its fixed location and onsite at customer locations. Example: Outside MicrometerFo would mean

that the laboratory perfonns this calibration at its fixed location and onsite at customer locations.

4. Measurement uncefiainties obtained for calibrations performed at customer sites can be expected to

be larger than the measurement uncertainties obtained at the laboratories fixed location for similar

calibrations. This is due to the effects of transporlation of the standards and equipment and upon

environmental conditions at the customer site which are typically not controlled as closely as at the

laboratories fixed location.

Force, and Wet lng l)evlces
MEASURED INSTRUMENT.

QUANTITY OR GAUGE
RANGE ORNOMINAL

DEVICE SIZE AS
APPROPRIATE

CALIBRATION AND
NIEASUREMENT

CAPABILITY EXPRESSED
AS AN UNCERTAINTY (+)

CALIBRATION
EQUIPMENT

AND REFERENCE
STANDARDS USED

Lab Balances Fo 0.001 g to 4 000 g
Res-0.000 1e

(2x10-a + 1.15 x 10-1Wt) g ASTM E6l7 Class I
Weights, Euramet
Guide 180.2 gto 3 000 g

Res: 0.01 e

(1.16x 10-2 +9.62x 10-7Wt)g

Bench Scales Fo 0.002 lb ro I lb
Rcs: 0.000 I lb

(2 x l0-4 + 9.29 x l0-5w0 lb Class F Weights
NIST Handbook 44

0.2 lb to 300 ltr
Res: 0.005 lb

(5.8 x 10-3+ 9.79 x 10-5Wt) lb

Floor Scale,

Hopper Scale,

Crane Fo

20 lb to l0 000 lb
Res: 1 lb

(1.16 + 4.79 x 10-sWt) lb

40 lb to 20 000 lb
Res: 2 lb

(2.31 + 4.19 x i0 swt) lb

Electronic Top Loader Fo 0.010gto1kg
Res: 0.01 s

(1.16 x 10-2 + 1.04 x 10-1Wt) g

500 g to 30 kg
Res : 0.1 g

(5.87 x 10-2 + l.l4 x 10 4Wt) g

5. The term Wt represents weight in pounds or

appropriate to the ttncertainty statement'

grams (including SI multiple and submultiple units)
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This supplentent is in conjurtction with certificate #L23-667


